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And Science Dean Coming To Annex

Dr. M. Murray, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, will be the Wimbledon Campus Tuesday, March 18. Murray will speak at the 8:00 p.m. meeting of the regular assembly day he will be followed.

The subject of the talk will be a progress report on the regular assembly day he will be followed.

The subject of the talk will be "The Future of Princeton University," as it is a question of the University's future development and the role it plays in contemporary education.

This talk will provide valuable insights into the University's direction and its commitment to excellence in education.


Elections For Student Senate Close Monday

Proctors Hold Meetings to Elect Representatives From Each Dormitory; Senate To Commence Business Next Week

Monday, Nov. 24th, has been established as the deadline for the election of dormitory representatives to the Student Senate.

On or before Monday each proctor will have held a meeting of his floor to explain the senatorial system and conduct an election among the students.

If the off-campus students can be organized to make their election, the Senate will be complete by Monday.

Jonathan W. French, assistant professor of Political Science, will chair the meeting.

ABSENTES PENALIZED

NOTICE!: Mr. French announces that for the benefit of those who might be inclined to jump the gun on this election business, the Senate reserves the right to penalize for absences from 12 noon Monday, Nov. 24th, on

... Continue reading the notice.

Phi Delta Chapeau Elects High Officers

By John L. Borodko

Ugala, 1st Floor, Room 108; Ugala, 2nd Floor, Room 128; Monday, evening of the meeting, at which the elected executive council was present.

A candidate was put forward for the President position. After the campaign, the club is asked to support him wholeheartedly, (or else).

The first official meeting of the Friar will be at 8:00 p.m. on

... Continue reading the notice.

MANNICHE TO SPEAK

Dr. Peter Mansfield, of the University of Chicago, will speak in the auditorium next month.

DENMARK, will speak in the auditorium next month.

... Continue reading the notice.

FOUR ASSEMBLY DAY CLASS SCHEDULE

Many requests have come in that we publish the assembly day schedule so that it can be cut out and tacked on your dorm wall.

Here it is:

... Continue reading the class schedule.

Jackets Found

The Registrar's Office announced that they have three different jackets that have been left by students. If you have lost a jacket, come on over and see if yours is there. If they stay too long, they will be donated to the Society for the Advancement of Science in Lower School. Wisconsin students are approximate in Lower School, so you may not see them.

... Continue reading the notice.
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THE EDITORS' DECK

When I first learned that the Editor-in-Chief of the Bangor Daily News has nothing to do except write that daily half-column editoral, I was inclined to doubt my information. When I found that it really was the truth, I of course thought - that guy has it made! With the Editor's desk (I mean the editor of a paper - and I want to assure the Editor in Chief of The Maine Editor that I draw this out this weekly filler) - and I have an editorial column to fill - all daily, but weekly, and I find myself stuck for a subject.

But one thing I would like to speak about, and that's all the bitching about the food. Yeah, I give about it too; it think it's just like the ammy chow I thought I finished with last January. However, the point is - could you do any better cooking for 800 people?

You can't expect beef and chicken eclair and a schedule such as the U of M mess hall is forced to operate on. I'll admit, however, there are times when I think they could do a little better. Take soups for instance - I don't think the main part of the meal should be soup; there should be some solids. Then on Friday, why do we Protestants have to suffer too? Can't they have hot dogs or something else a little more filling? Instead of fish in various and inedible forms for the two main meals?

I have another suggestion - when I get going, they just keep coming - about this "weekly" business; in my opinion, if the hash slingers were a little more moderate in their slopping, there'd be more for the fellow that wants an extra portion. I always have to throw away half my vegetables, potatoes and four fifths of my macaroni, merely because I am given no choice in the amount I can receive, I mention this not because we should conserve food to feed our poor, starving "ex-enemies" in Germany, but because some fellows just do like seconds here in my own country!

Well, here it is! We have been beggumed, hounded, pleaded with, and just plain asked, to publish a picture of the Big Wheels in the staff of THE MAINE ANNEX. For the editing of all, below is our recent picture. (If you don't believe that good gosh in the Registrar's Office! R. W. N.

Higher Education (Continued from Page 1)

uncomfortably like, "If bread crusts over an Ethiopian Gum- wood Tree equals the squares of a football fan, then is our campus one, picture, in the recent page. (If you don't believe that good gosh in the Registrar's Office!)

C. L. St. Pierre

F. W. Chandler & Son

Announce that

John Gould, author of "Farmer News" and "THE HOUSE THAT JACOB BUILT"

Autographed copies available if desired

150 Maine Street Phone Brunswick 234

THE BAND BOX CLEANERS

COMPLETE DRY CLEANING SERVICE

Suits Cleanned and Pressed - 55c
All work called for at your room during the day at the College to save your labor. Reason, to order, forgetting in my pitiable state to make a caution remark about these Maine cent- s and headed for a quiet booth where I could think this thing through. As I passed the crowded pinball machine an arm shot out and a roll was in my face. A body followed shortly, and both pulled me into the telephone booth. It was Vladimir. "Son," he said after closing the door, "I would like to have a private talk with you. I've been noticing your condition more and more lately, and it's bothered me. After careful study of your case I find that you have what we psychologists term a neurotic obsessional phobia. Now tell me a little something of your childhood..."

For Gawd sakes, Vlad, you know it just as well as I, you...

"Silence wreath! Look deep into my eyes." There it was, the gleam. With a superhuman effort I summoned my will power, tore my eyes away from his, and with a shuddering scream I leaped through the window of the booth.

Stunned for a second I lay on the floor, collecting my meals? Two F. 

I

I
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SUGGESTION BOX

Always thinking of something to eat! At least that's what I gather from the suggestions we receive in that box. Says Robert Boothby of 45 Welles Hall: "Please explain presence of change in eating policy. I was told by the ticket examiner that no seconds are allowed. Everyone knows that appetites vary. If you are allowed to go thru the change only once, more allowance should be made for varying appetites."

Just one more—please turn on the heat in the small gym between the chapel and the University store. Thanks.

Mr. McGuire replies: "The basic rules of the dining hall as they pertain to double meals and 'seconds' has not changed. They are being, however, more closely adhered to because of the marked increase in the price of meals, and the national drive to economize on food thru reduction in amount of food eaten. Students have never been allowed to eat double meals as a matter of course. Because of the steady increase in this practice, resulting in unnecessary wastage of unwanted portions, plus factors mentioned above, it has become necessary to stop it altogether. 'Seconds' are permitted on vegetables, bread, milk, soup, etc., but are not permitted on meats, butter, desserts, etc. until everyone has been served. This policy is also unchanged except that certain items are either added or removed from the list depending upon availability and price. It should be remembered that the price of food is very reasonable and that many schools have adopted, or have always used, the 'ouch and carry' system. We try to provide you at all times with as much food as we can for the income we receive. We will not offer inferior quality in order to increase the amounts served."

The Business Manager also said he would see about the heating question.

Another suggestion, this time from A. Nonymous: "I propose that the teachers leave off lecturing when the bell rings, not two minutes before the next class begins."

To which Mr. French, Assistant to the Director, replies: "The foregoing anonymous proposal implies that more than one teacher, constantly or habitually, or often, forgets his students after the close of the hour. This is obviously contrary to University policy. If, however, the proposal is the result of one offense by a faculty member, may God and the students forgive him!"

Patronize Our Advertisers.

NOW HEAR THIS!!

here's some sad news for you
who have been pondering
whether or not you
should apply for a
residency. I.e.,
I fully understand your
concern in contacting
the heads of all
departments on campus,
it has been decided
beyond any shadow
of a doubt that these "mach
ic", etc., are not necessary to
students in pursuing their col
lege education. The only supplies
at the VA will purchase for
you those essential to your in
your regular curriculum, or those
quired by your respective
others of the entire class. This
includes all reference books
so. In this same category, equip
that can be used after grad
ation from college, such as type
sters, clothing, pens, etc. Will
be provided.

r. Good would like to see an
Illinois Law to say that
Monday, the 31st. He has some Griffith News for you, so be
sure to be there.

in case some of you haven't
seen one of those important bul
letins concerning insurance, which
are on all campus mailboxes today,
ought it would be a good idea to
report it here so you'd be
noted. "Veterans al
diing school in New England,
it having permanent residence
outside this area, are urged to
have sensing their national ser
vice insurance premium pay
ments to the VA branch office
using jurisdiction over their per
manent address. If a vet desires
be billed at his school address,
should note his temporary ad
ress on the flap of the premium
insurance envelope, VA Form 369,
marking it TEMPORARY ALL
RESS ONLY. This will insure
records remaining at the VA
division in his home area. If a vet
builds a premium payment in
a VA collection unit in New
England, he is strongly urged to
be his permanent address, so
the money will be forwarded
to the correct branch office and
that his insurance account
will be properly credited."

That suggestion box is still in
7 caferias for you veterans who
int questions answered by Mr.
Good and haven't time to
him on Mondays. Just write
em down and drop them in.

Faculty Facts

[Continued From Page 1]

It had become Mrs. Mazl
en, had he met while with the
S, took a trip to Mexico. When
returned in the Fall of 1943,
successed a position as history
structor at Colby Academy, a
school in New York City. Af
a year there he finally suc
ceded to the lure of Maine and
me to the Brunswick Campus in
Fall of 1946.

Cumberland Theatre
Brunswick, Maine

RI-SAT.
Nov. 21-22
"THAT HAGEN GIRL"

Donald Reagan
Shirley Temple

news Short Subjects

UN-MON-TUES.
Nov. 22-24-25
"SONG OF LOVE"

with
Katharina Hepburn
Robert Walker

news Cartoon

VED-THURS.
Nov. 26-27
"THE WIDOW OF WAGON GAP"

with
Bad Akhkt
Lou Costello

news Short Subjects
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LECLAIR and SON

Men's Shop

Upstairs 84 Maine Street

You'll Find a

Friendly
Helpfulness

here when you come in to
talk over

PRINTING

ASK THE EDITORS
OF "THE ANNEX"

We're interested in helping you
with any piece of printing
which you please.

Cards
Programs
Tickets
Invitations
Posters
Stationery

75-77 Maine Street
Brunswick 1 or 2
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OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN

CASUAL CORDUROY

Clouds: But clouds, who never
Choose their paths, as those
Who have no will, are just
Rolling, ever rolling
Across the summer sky...

Little Miss Muffet decided to
rough it
In a cabin both old and medieval.
A woodman espied her, and
plied her with cider,
And now she's the forest's prime
evil.

(The above was the brain child
of one of last year's ANNEX staff,
but we liked it and thought it
would bear repeating!)

Bold patterns are not the only means of achieving the casual look—in odd
jackets. Plain color Corduroy is a refreshing change from bold designs yet
the very nature of the fabric makes it one of the most casual. Beautifully tailored
Corduroy Jackets

$19.95

The Wool Tie That's Different

$1.50

WINDRIFT

Plaids - Stripes - Checks

Benoit's

Brunswick

3-10

Senter Building

1-3

The Maine Annex, November 21, 1947
Three
CAMPUS CUTIES
By Dave Macken
The Phi Delta Chapei held its first winter formal last night, with a minimum of casualties, however, wakefulness did not seem to accompany the drinking to the daylight hours for a few of the guests. At the moment the Honorable Richard Barney was knocked down to a position of secretion from his temporary post as second vice president, I suggested he hurry up the plight of seven Cholos reporters who were apprehended in their attempt to give the Bowler Bear a coat of blue paint the night before the formal game. The adventure-seeking youths marched compliantly into court, but in expressionless countenance when the judge declared a penalty of a fine of 25¢ apiece. I believe that the judge reconciled his verdict to some extent and let the boys out on probation before he had reminded the belligerents of the huge east of re-moving paint from masterpieces such as the bear. Maine has been working for the championship for a long time and they really proven it this year by subduing the stubborn Bates eleven in the final game of the series. The boys sure took care of the water from our recent deluge in a handsome performer before Christmas. It says in effect that "damage to resilient walls will be paid for by the cul-prits" yet the walls are not to be paying the repairs in the walls. Don't be surprised if the university begins to crack down...

THOUGHTS WHILE SHOWERING
If one of our campus carriers is going to组织生活ize as many other radical students are today... Political undercurrents are already in evidence with the elevation of our acting Senate coming up soon. Social studies are in these days of "Thinking and Writing" about colleges should have been read by a lot of students in high school. Considerable dis-alarmation could have been avoided in that way... Midsemester not far off, so it would be a good idea to get those books up while there is still time... One of those two-rooms that the well-occupied earlier has abandoned "Panch Romances" and now reds c. and ships with a "liberal" influence. It doubtful that he will ever be re-formed. The nurses of the patient feet and clatter of falling trays in the chow line, you will always see some one grumbling about the food. Maybe these individuals should be pet in the place of hungry Europeans for awhile to see what poor food actually is... In you ever wonder how many of your coworkers stays here after the holidays, the there were about 260 for lunch last Sunday.

3 - 4 Day Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Available At
MAINE LAUNDRY CO.
On The Campus
Building 0

ROLAND and ANDY'S
Fine Class
French Fries
Fish & Chips
Brunswick, Maine

Meals and Quick Lunches
to meet your friends
AGAWAM DINNER
Bath Road

WORLD EVENTS ROUNDTABLE
One of the most controversial issues today is that of Universal Military Training. Is it going to be peace time draft or not? We dug up two experts on our own and after many hours we left them wondering where to put them next. All we know is that the Universal Military Training, it will not abolish war. On the contrary, it is a step toward another war. Can anyone name one instance when millions of armed forces have kept nations from war? The only manner by which nations can be kept as peace is by stopping militarism and airmen are not in the habit of doing that. How a man can be decentralized, (and still remain a man), I haven't yet learned. They state that a war will be catastrophic in its suddenness and in its destructiveness". They state that the first day "would result in the crippling or destruction of our largest cities, the elimination of our most essential production facilities." What they do not mention is that if war will come suddenly, if our largest cities are razed, if our facilities are destroyed, a large part of our population is annihilated or demonized, what will be the use of this huge unwieldy body of men. Granted that these men will be able to observe the niceties of military courtesy, that they will not salute a cigarette in their right hand, that they can run over an electrical obstacle, that they can carry on the left hand, but that kill B---(excuse me, I almost slipped)--the enemy?

It is necessary to have a military until the United Nations can keep lasting peace. This can be accomplished by a medium-size (one million) standing army. Rather than make the armed services a dumping ground for the illeterate of a nation, they could be respectable and respected "armed" to be respectable and respected "ambassadors of good-will" where they go.

By Wendell Hodskins "He didn't have a chance," said Mr. John Jones, when I called him back in 1964 to relate the sad details of the death of his son, John, who was a victim of an outpatient accident in Maine. "He went into the service to put down the war," he said, and he looked at me with a sort of world weariness. "I don't see how anybody can do that," he said, and he looked at me with an expression that said, "You're an idiot." But I was happy. I knew that John was going to get through this. I knew that he was going to live. I knew that he was going to be happy. I knew that he was going to be successful. I knew that he was going to be a great man. I knew that he was going to be a great man.

World War II. Only because the United States would not form some type of military training; prior to World War II, did many thousands of young American boys lose their lives. The need for Universal Training is now. The United States should remain strong, to protect its interests throughout the world.

To those who do not advocate the adoption of Universal Military Training, I say, you are falling back into the decade of isolationism. With the passing of the recent war, progressive people have come to realize that there is no isolationism, the world is too small.

To those who do not advocate the adoption of Universal Military Training, I say, you are blinding yourself if you think war is impossible. Look about you; you see a man stand up and call you "war monger," "imperialist" and you say it's only words. Hitler used words at first: "The stab in the back at Pearl Harbor only penetrated the cut section of the American spirit. A stab in the back, to the heart, would be fatal!

To those who advocate the adoption of Universal Military Training, I say -- Let us turn about with our backs, - minded, fighting men and prepare face the opposition, if and when.

DANCING
Wednesdays and Saturdays
Bath Community Center - 186 Front Street
Saturday, November 22
LENNIE LIZOTTE and his Orchestra
Wednesday, November 26 - No dance.
Dance at the State Armory, Bath.
Saturday, November 29 — Joe Avery and his Band

STANWOOD'S
GULF SERVICE
Expert Lubrication
Tire and Tube Repairing
Washing
Brunswick

Morris S. Povich
Gen's Clothing - Furnishings
146 Front Street
Bath, Maine

CARL'S DRUG STORE
Carl C. Anderson
"Bath's most modern drug store"
175 Front Street
Bath, Maine

J. E. DAVIS CO
Ladies' Ready to Wear
Attractive Gifts in Cosmetics and Jewelry
Brunswick, Maine

Stan's Market
Camps - Boots Supplied
Groganics - Mexico - Vegetables
45 Center Street
Bath, Maine
Phone 130

HOME COOKED FOODS
at the
MAYFLOWER TEA ROOM
and
RESTAURANT
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L. S. LEWIS
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THE MAINE ANNEX

The Maine Annex is now open to all Maine Annex students for small target practice. All students are welcome to drop in and practice. The Annex will be open from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM on weekdays. The Annex will be located in the basement of the Maine Annex Building.

COMPLIMENTS OF

MEN WANTED

The newly organized campus bowling team is making another appeal for a piano player, bass player, and sax player. If you are any of these fellows interested, please come to the front desk of the Maine Annex Building.

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

To all persons who are interested, the meeting will be held on Tuesday, March 20, at 7:00 PM in the Maine Annex Building.

Meet Your Basketball Coach

By Barnaby McAlpin

This week’s basketball gets underway. We are proud to have our basketball coach, the man who was responsible for Maine’s terrific win, Coach Zabinski. Coach Zabinski graduated from the LaSalle Academy of Providence. In his third year on the basketball team, he has played on the football and basketball teams. He graduated from the Colby College where he played in the Cotton Bowl and the Army-Bowling. In the Cotton Bowl, Boston College lost to Clemson 6 to 3, while they downed Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl 19 to 13. In his freshman year at Boston College, he won here the track events which he won at La Salle.

During the war, he served in the Naval Aviation program. He served aboard the converted carrier USS. Bogue. This ship received the Presidential Citation for sinking more than 25 ships, and other ships in the war. In athletics during his stay in the Navy, he coached and played his football team to victory in the Lily Bowl in Bermuda.

At the present time he is working for his Master’s Degree at the University of Maine. His Annex basketball team was undefeated in his last year, and he hopes that he can keep that record this year.

Last year several good basketball players were observed in inter-mural play. He argues that all teams should join an inter-mural team.

I believe that Coach Zabinski can keep his record clean, and I wish him the best of luck this year.

Phil Delta Chapeau

(Continued From Page 1)

They would attempt to carry it to the Maine Campus next year. He placed particular emphasis on the fact that this is not a drinking club, as it is for the men of the lowlife, but a club with the highest ideals ever advocated.

Uga Ugop, Uga.

Many of you fellows around campus may not realize it, but you are also an athletic team. A keen observer from Boston College netted a egg of cash for such expertise. Why does he argue in the crowd? A couple men I’ve talked to think so!

FOOTBALL OUTLOOK

This week we have a barrel of predictions on the important games of the weekend and a couple for the following week. Without any loss to lose here we go. Should we go for a stiff uphill fight 7-0. Boston College will be out to hit the victory train again. S. C. should take St. Marys 18-13. Boston University meets Colgate for the first time. We will stick to Colgate out rock for an upset. California seems to spank a tough standard like 20-19. Columbus seems a shaky shake and should win going away 20-6. Dartmouth tackles Princeton in a standard game in New England. The Indians by an upset 7-6. North Carolina to down Duke after coming from behind 13-9. Holy Cross to take Fordham with ease 21-6. In the top game of New England, Yale should scallop its ancient rival Harvard, by a score of 10-7. Michigan to ride over helpless Ohio State to the tune of 32-13. Minnesota takes on a powerful Wisconsin club, but we like the Golden Gophers to pull an upset by downing Wisconsin 7-0. Notre Dame tackles a potent Duke club, but will roll to another victory to the tune of 26-6. Penn. State will also go undefeated by trouncing on helpless Pitt 21-0. To end our predictions, we like Southern California over U.

Patronize Our Advertisers.

Sports Club Drive On Get Underway

Maine Annex Outing Club in full swing after a slow start. The week after vacation an mem percent of the membership have been involved in some activity. All students are on go to this club. If you like snow, lake, snow or take a trip, this club is for you. The club meets twice a week, Monday and Wednesday. The first meeting was held last Sunday night in the Conference of the Administration Building. It was decided that a campaign for members will start number 3. The goal will be 300 members. We are confident that enough members will come to cost right. There will be many activity which students can enjoy. The club will meet every week and cover all aspects of skiing, camping, boating, and various social events. It was understood that, getting that the members have very little time for the outings and the club itself. The club will have a very active program in the coming season, and that it would be a success.

A council of officers was formed consisting of Don Baror, President; Pete White, Vice President; Fran Bishop, Treasurer, and Vanco Secretary. A planning meeting was held last Sunday night, followed by a selection meeting. Neil Bishop, Frank; Monet, and G. Morse, our club advisor, were present.

Third meeting was held last Sunday night in the Conference of the Administration Building. It was decided that a campaign for members will start number 3. The goal will be 300 members. We are confident that enough members will come to cost right. There will be many activity which students can enjoy. The club will meet every week and cover all aspects of skiing, camping, boating, and various social events. It was understood that, getting that the members have very little time for the outings and the club itself. The club will have a very active program in the coming season, and that it would be a success.

A council of officers was formed consisting of Don Baror, President; Pete White, Vice President; Fran Bishop, Treasurer, and Vanco Secretary. A planning meeting was held last Sunday night, followed by a selection meeting. Neil Bishop, Frank; Monet, and G. Morse, our club advisor, were present.

Third meeting was held last Sunday night in the Conference of the Administration Building. It was decided that a campaign for members will start number 3. The goal will be 300 members. We are confident that enough members will come to cost right. There will be many activity which students can enjoy. The club will meet every week and cover all aspects of skiing, camping, boating, and various social events. It was understood that, getting that the members have very little time for the outings and the club itself. The club will have a very active program in the coming season, and that it would be a success.

A council of officers was formed consisting of Don Baror, President; Pete White, Vice President; Fran Bishop, Treasurer, and Vanco Secretary. A planning meeting was held last Sunday night, followed by a selection meeting. Neil Bishop, Frank; Monet, and G. Morse, our club advisor, were present.
Day Dreams . . .

By Alvan Mersky

Fully equipped with some programs, a blackboard, a memorandum and a good supply of school spirit, I arrived at the Bates football field last Saturday ready to initiate my career as an usher. I wouldn't say that the bleachers were in a state of confusion, but if all the misplaced spectators at that game were grains of wheat, the world's food crisis would be solved. I always thought that all there was to ushering was making sure that the prettier girls got the better seats.

It was my unfortunate pleasure to get assigned to the section where the band decided to sit while playing their concert. So the people sitting in front of the trombones were a little uncomfortable at times! What could I do about it? Some big family was having a reunion in my sphere of influence. A lot of the seats were taken by a couple of brothers named Haig & Haig; some of the other seats were reserved by a nobleman named Calvert.

By the way, it's lucky for the University of Maine that school spirit isn't solely responsible for touchdowns, or our "Beavers" would come out of their games owing points to their opponents. Except for a few scattered students with built-in megaphones, I don't think even the dozen well-placed thumb tacks could have gotten a rise out of the crowd. It could be that they were hypnotized into silence by the very doll-like blonde cheerleader (for whom I am going to brush up on my Emily Post and Dale Carnegie in preparation for next year.) and ex-Lowristonite Pauline Marcus, who, true to all previous rumors, really has stars in her eyes.

In the meantime, 22 pair of shoulder pads were tearing at each other. Vance Norton probably has all the gory details of the game in his chronic on page 5, but here's a little news which I dug up via sneaky methods. The football shoes of Dr. Monowski, and were really roller skates equipped with cleats!

Came the end of the fourth quarter, and the game was over. Naturally, Maine won as usual, and next on the agenda was the plugging of the goal posts. Before the horrified eyes of the Bates co-eds, one upright and the crossbar fell into Maine hands, but the Bates manpower rushed to the defense of the second upright.

In spite of the rally ing call of the Walt St. Onge, of the Maine campus, twin brother of our own "Chuck" St. Onge, the blood, sweat, and tears expended on our numerous assaults proved useless. I tried to calm down the Maine warriors so as to work the onslaught out on paper, but they wouldn't listen to me. Little did they know that I had once read Caesar's "Gallic Wars!"

However, that wasn't the limit of my fighting for dear ole Alms Mammy. On the way back, I and my colleagues, sped a "Scamp Maine" poster hanging from the third floor of one of the Bates dorms. Thinking the sign would look well decorating the wall of Hotel Deyo, we decided to go after it. After stationing our cohorts in various strategic positions throughout the building, I found the right room and went after the sign. When I almost had the last square knot unskinned, I glanced over my shoulder and saw a house in the form of a man with not a very happy look on his face; obviously the room's occupant. I wouldn't say this guy was rugged, but he had shoulders the wide of my Cadillac's length. Caught!!! With a fast "Does a kid named Nickerson live here" for a cover up, I dived under the table, up on the other side with half a left knee out the door, down the corridor, down the stairs, (gathering my fellow conspirators while in flight,) into my room, and homeward bound. Perhaps had that monster been as fast as he was big you readers would have been spared the reading of this crazy column.

Maki-Favor Studio

"Folks Back Home Want Your Portrait for Christmas!"

136 Maine Street
Phone Brunswick 995

"You strike it rich when you choose Chesterfield...they're tops!"

Ray Willand

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER STARRING IN PARAMOUNT'S "GOLDEN EARRINGS"

LANDRY'S SHELL SERVICE

Gas - Oil - Lubrication
Tire Repaing and Vulcanizing
65 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine Phone 347

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP
PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER FOR USE IN CHRISTMAS CARDS
EASTMAN AND ARGUS CAMERAS
146 Maine Street Phone Brunswick 224-W

NAP'S HOME BAKERY
Home-Cooked Food Our Specialty
Birthday Cakes and Party Cakes
125 Maine Street Telephone 50

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
148 Maine Street
"You'll Find What You're Looking For At Allen's"
Phone Brunswick 775

Camera Club

CAMERAS FOR USE

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD
A ALWAYS MILD
B BETTER TASTING
C COOLER SMOKING

Always Buy Chesterfield

The sum-total of smoking pleasure
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